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BPI claims blank tape 
levy breakthrough 
THE BPI has achieved a dramatic break-through in its long-running battle for the introduction of a levy on blank cassettes and tape hardware. John Deacon, BPI director general, revealed last week that the Department of Trade has agreed in principal to a levy as a solution to the growing problem of home taping. It follows a recent series of talks between the BPI and the Department of Trade's industrial, property and copyright division during which it was conceded by the Department that an answer to the whole problem was urgently required. , Deacon told Record Business: "We have made significant progress during the talks. It's no longer a case of the BPI insisting how serious the problem is - the Department now accepts that we have a case and that we need a levy." He went on: "We're now getting down to the nitty-gritty. We are having discussions on legislation, how exactly a levy will work and how it will be distributed within the industry. These talks are proceeding very well." Despite the progress, any eventual legislation on a levy remains a long way off. Deacon said he had no idea how long it would take before the levy could become a reality. He was unwilling to reveal the size of the blank tape levy being sought by the BPI. It would, however, be distributed between BPI 

DECCA CHAIRMAN Sir Edward Lewis, who died at his home on Tuesday, was a record industry giant for half a century. A full obituary and tributes from former colleagues appear on page 4. 

members, the MCPS and the Musician's 
The unexpected turn of events has led to the indefinite postponement of the advertising campaign, announced by the BPI last September, aimed at reducing the £ I SO million allegedly lost by the industry to home-taping every 
The campaign would have attempted to impress upon the public that it is illegal to tape copyright music without a MCPS licence. BPI members were also to havebeen asked to print warnings on album sleeves about the illegality of home-taping. 

THE BLUES Band is pictured above mid-way through the arduous task of signing its last 1,000 copies of The Official Blues Band Bootleg Album for Phonodisc distribution before joining Arista's stocks and roster. The band features Paul Jones, Tom McGuinness and Hughie Flint. 

New look for EMI marketing EMI HAS re-shaped its marketing and promotion structure following the recent decision to drop the Licensed Repertoire Division. Peter Buckleigh has been made director of marketing and promotion with immediate effect of EMI Records (UK) and will take on responsibility for both group and licensed repertoire, reporting to md Ramon Lopez. 

In addition to his previous areas of responsibility, classical division general manager John Patrick, MOR division general manager Vic Lanza and com- mercial development's Brian Berg will all report to him. Other changes include the appoint- ment of John Preston to repertoire marketing manager and Geoff Kempin to the new post of video projects manager, both reporting to Buckleigh. Press officer Janice Haigue and secret- ary Fiona Campbell will report to Preston. Kempin's post indicates EMl's commitment to the growing area of audio-visual software and he will be co-operating closely with Bob Hart who recently took on corporate responsibil- ity for worldwide exploitation of this medium. John Kavanagh remains general man- ager of Harvest/EMI repertoire and he has appointed Martyn Barter and Bob Fisher as label managers joining existing label manager Chas Webster and press officer Brian Munns. 

GRCC cancels 
annual meet 

The decision was taken because of the dismal turnout from record retailers at last year's Cumberland Hotel event. Less than 50 dealers attended the three day conference and there was an equally poor response from exhibitors. MTA secretary, Arthur Spencer- Bolland, told Record Business: "The decision was basically forced upon us because of dealer apathy. We have had difficulty getting exhibitors and it seems that a GRRC conference is simply not necessary. Last year we put in a lot of effort for nothing." The MTA conference will, however, be going ahead as scheduled at Bour- nemouth during May, as will the MTA awards dinner at the Piccadilly Hotel, London, on March 4, when Sir Harold Wilson will be the guest of honour. 

Stations hail 
RB's indie chart 
ROCK DJ's on three radio stations - Forth, Swansea Sound and Merseyside - are already using RB's Indie Chart as part of their weekly programming. Because of interest created within the trade by the chart - based on retail sales of independently-distributed product - RB is now publishing it weekly (this week on page 25). Country show presenters on Clyde, BBC Brighton and BBC Sheffield have been added to the list of those making use of the Record Business/CMA Country Chart, bringing the total number of radio users to 18. 
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New needletime agreement 
will limit Radio-1 disc plays 
RADIO-1 may have to cut back on the number of new releases it broadcasts under a new agreement between the BBC and PPL. Until now there has been no strict allocation of Review Time exempt from needletime payments. However there will be restrictions in a new agreement being negotiated. Radio-1 is currently featuring material in this cateogry far in excess of the expected ceiling. An agreement between the BBC and PPL was originally set down in 1935. The last agreement was made in 1968 and officially expired in 1973 although payments were continued on a "carry over" basis. Payments are calculated at a 

lump sum per year for 127 hours of needletime per week between Radios 1, 2, 3 and 4. This lump sum is index- linked with extra money payable for additional needletime requirements. It works out at a rate per hour which is currently in the region of £ 180. It is understood that negotiations with the BBC will not be finalised until the Performing Right Tribunal proceedings come to an end. The AIRC is attempting to get ILR's needletime payments reduced. This financial year, at the present rate, ILR's hourly rate will be £732.60. It is now thought that the Tribunal will run into the beginning of March at a cost to ILR of over £300,000. 

Industry fastest growing tv 
just above Building Societies in the spending league and immediately below Chocolate Confectionary at number nine. Topping the index for 1979 were Department and Retail stores with a massive £94.5 million outlay. 
Conifer acquires 
EMI Classical 
CONIFER RECORDS has taken on responsibility for importing EMI classi- cal product following the closure of the company's own imports division. John Deacon, Conifer md, said that the arrangement would give access to a large quantity of unreleased repertoire by such artists as Fischer-Dieskau, Annielese Rothenberger, Richter, Eschenbach as well as operas and operattas by Strauss and Lehar. Also included will be archive material by Furtwangler with the Berlin and Vienna Philharmonic Orchestras and the Reflexe and Prae Classica series of medieval and 17th Century music. Conifer is also now importing the Capitol T series, or as much of it as remains, from EMI Holland where the classic recordings were all reissued in their original sleeves. Conifer is about to take on another fulltime salesman to cover the London area and will also be using some freelance reps. 

spenders 
EASILY THE fastest growing buyers of national press display space and tv airtime during the last decade was the record and tape industry, reflecting the rapid rise of tv merchandising in the 70s. From a tiny £300,000 rate card spend in 1970, the industry expanded its appetite for national exposure until by 1979 it was firmly placed in the advertis- ing spenders top 10 with a total bill of £17.4 million, according to a special ten-year survey conducted by Media Expenditure Analysis and published last week, entitled Ten Year Trends. This figure places the record industry 
Rediffusion shuts 
Classical mail- 
order and shops 
REDIFFUSION IS closing its classical mail order operation and two of the Henry Stave specialist classical shops in London. A total of seven people have been made redundant. The company will in future be concentrating on Czech Supraphon classical material and the recordings in the background music library. It has no plans for any further releases on the Fusion pop or RIM MOR lables before the end of the year. 

WEA's 'robot' rep on disc 
WEA IS launching a special 'robot' product presenter to help service stores with WEA accounts which don't cur- rently receive a personal visit from the company's sales team. To be known as an 'audio presenter', it takes the form of a 7-inch single sent to dealers every month. It has a playing time of around 12 minutes introduced by DJ Annie Nightingale and comes in a plain white bag with WEA label over- printed 'February releaase' "March Release' and so on. The disc will detail monthly album releases, featured singles requiring spe- 

CBS sets 
February tv 
for Ma this, 
Nolans & KC 
FEBRUARY TV campaigns have been firmed up by CBS Records for albums from Johnny Mathis, KC and The Sunshine Band and The Nolan Sisters. KC and The Sunshine Band's Great- est Hits, released on February 15, will run for two weeks from February 21 in Granada, ATV, Yorkshire and Tyne- Tees. The album will carry full dealer margin during this initial campaign, reverting to the standard tv margin if the promotion goes national. A new KC single, titled 'Let's Go Rock 'n' Roll', will be released mid-February. The Nolan Sisters' LP Nolans, which entered the charts last week, will be TV advertised in ATV for two weeks from February 7. No plans exist at present to extend the campaign. Johnny Mathis' new LP Tears And Laughter is to be tested in Westward for between two to three weeks from February 6, and will initially only be available in this area. A national £250,000 tv campaign will probably be launched during March, depending on the success of the test. 

The 'robot' will be sent to all dealers with WEA accounts not visited by the sales team accompanied by a letter. Accounts normally called by the tele- phone sales department will receive a brief outline of the promotion and news of follow-up telephone plans. Remaining stores will be asked to fill in an enclosed order form and return it in a reply-paid envelope or to contact the tele-sales department for more informa- 

additional cut on the 'B'side. The tour goes out between February 7-22 and includes a Rock Goes To College BBC recording. Marketing will embrace radio adver- tising a week before dates in cities covered by Metro, BRMB, Capital, Piccadilly and Cit as well as press advertising in the trade and consumer magazines. This will be backed by 400 window displays nationwide and disco promotion handled by Sally 'O'. 
DJM RECORDS has a hefty marketing push planned for release of Lady Samantha {DJM. 2208S)— its mid-price early Elton John album which will retail at £2.99 and to be released on February IS. Full page advertising in the trade and consumer press plus space in the Sun and Daily Mirror will be bolstered by radio spots on City, Clyde, Metro, Piccadilly, BRMB and Capital with 300 national window displays. 

PHONOGRAM RECORDS has lined-up extensive marketing campaigns for debut albums from recent signings the Original Mirrors and Matthew Fisher plus Ian McLagan's first Mercury album. McLagan's Troublemaker, which fea- tures Ron Wood and Keith Richards, will be backed by trade and consumer press advertising, dealer mailouts and 300 window displays. Fisher's first solo LP, titled Matthew Fisher, will be supported by consumer music press advertising and in-store displays. The Original Mirrors album will carry Phonogram's extra 10 percent discount on the first 10,000 copies and first 2,000 cassettes, giving retail prices of £3.49 and £3.65. Additional support will come from window and in-store displays. All threee albums are scheduled for February IS 
Also being released by Phonogram on February 15 are mid-price albums from Chuck Berry and Jerry Lee Lewis titled, respectively, Mods And Rockers and Live At The Star Club Hamburg. 

MCA RECORDS is mounting a major promotional campaign around Spyro Gyra's new album Catching The Sun, released on February 8 with both 7-mch and 12-inch singles of the title track scheduled to coincide together with the band's first UK tour. The 12-inch will be a limited edition in a colour bag like the small format release carrying the full-length "Catch- ing The Sun' (MCAT 568) and an 

JOINT ADVERTISING with HMV shops and the Our Price chain is a feature of two Chrysalis album cam- paigns, with consumer press advertis- ing in conjunction with HMV involved in the Robin Trower LP Victims Of The Fury (CHR 1215) together with radio spots in Forth, Clyde and City areas. Chrysalis is also gearing up for release of the Selector's debut album Too Much Pressure (CDL l"l 5 002) planning full page consumer press advertising with HMV, a free poster and radio spots with Our Price. Win- dow displays will feature a five foot cardboard figure from the LP cover. 
FOLLOWING A deal at MIDEM, Arista has picked up the Blues Band's self-financed album The Offical Blues Band Bootleg (BBBP 101) and will be officially releasing it on February IS, at £4 rrp. In the meantime 1,000 copies of hand numbered and signed copies are available from Phonodisc, as the band embarks on a six-week UK lour. Arista has also built a campaign around release of Iggy Pop's second album for the label entitled Soldier (SPART1117) with a single 'Loco Mosquito' ■ already out. Large-scale space in the music consumer weeklies have been booked while dealers will receive posters, a large window sticker with a badge, slicker and tour town fly-posting operation also promised. Iggy is louring until February 12. 
GEM RECORDS is planning a meaty push behind The Movies' first album and single for thelabe. February 8 sees release of India (GEMLP 105) and the 45 'Love Is A Sacrifice' (GEMS 20) and the first 7,500 copies of the single will be packaged with free stickers while window displays will be booked into stores. Promotional material includes posters, T-Shirts, enamel badges and postcards, and foil page advertising has been booked in the consumer press during February and March. 
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muuinGS 
IT MAY, in the words of a bearded Polydor prophet, have been the last of the superligs, as we know them. The glorious farewell to those days of yesteryear largesse took place last week at the Royalty Theatre, hired by Polydor to present live to about 700 guests Marti Webb singing her new LP Tell Me On A Sunday, written for her by Andrew Lloyd Webber and Don Black. As ALW diffidently pointed out, on the record she has the support of the LSO, but the budget wouldn't stretch to them and an audience, so she worked with the backing group from the album, but since that included Rod Argent, Barbara Thompson and John Hiseman, she had nothing to complain about. The album is the story of an Englishwoman in New York and her love affairs. For the time being it is being presented as a one-woman show, but there is obviously the basis for a new musical in there when it is properly fleshed out. Despite the Evening Standard's waspish remarks about the songs sounding like leftovers from Evita (and there were odd echoes to be sure), they varied from good to excellent and Ms. Webb in a neatly understated perforance handled them with assurance in that straightforward rather characterless way which typifies legit stage singers. Afterwards came the feeding and wining of the 700, among them Chancellor Sir Geoffrey Howe, and a cornucopia of free albums. At a guess, the evening must have set Polydor back the best part of £10,000 which, added to the reported cost of £180,000 for the worldwide deal, leaves a lot of albums to be sold. Still, ALW's involvement is a strong selling point, and down among RB's Ones To Watch last week was 'Take That Look Off Your Face' by Marti Webb. A promising start has been made and Polydor is understandably bubbling with confidence . . . ALSO BUBBLING with confidence that the punters still want disco was Alan Carr, the mastermind behind the Grease and Tommy films, who has 20 million dollars of EMI Films money on a discoextravaganza entitled Can't Stop The Music starring the Village People with choreography by Arlene Philips and featuring HotGossip. Assorted mediapersons saw a selection of extracts from the film not due here until September, including a stunning treatment of 'YMCA' set in a gym - a real 1980 piece of Busby Berkley. Afterwards at a lavish Dorchester lunch, Carr announced that on a handshake agreement with EMI, he will be making a film a year, the first being the musical Chicago . . . in attendance was former EMI GRD chief Bob Mercer, now an executive with EMI Films, who was preparing to jet off to LA to see the Pink Floyd tour opening (due at Wembley in June) and enthusing about the film potential of The Wall, also reporting about the excellence of Neil Diamond's performance in The Jazz Singer . . . HIGHLY ENJOYABLE - Alan 'Midnight Express' Parker's film of Cliff Richard and The Shadows anniversary concert shown on tv, with great editing by Jerry Hamblyn to synch original black and white footage from Oh Boy! etc. of songs like 'Willie And The Hand Jive' into the Palladium performances ... as a result of a reversed picture, sleeve of AC/DC single boasts three left-handed guitarists. WEA optimistically hopes that the 5000 copies affected may become collectors' items ... a recent Ten To Watch In The 80's feature in Private Eye listed the Rev J.C. Flannel "controversial hard-hitting author of Jesus— The Biggest Hoax In History . . . widely tipped as the next Archbishop Of Canterbury" over a picture looking remarkably like Ray Coleman of the MM . . . UNDER LOUIS Benjamin's chairmanship Record Industry Dinner and Ball will be at the Hilton on December 15 with a fund-raising target of £150,000 . . . awaited from Safari band The Boys, send-up of 'Day Trip To Bangor'-likely title'Day Trip To Wembley' . . , to celebrate signing of reformed Osibisa, Pye laid on a reception at the Ghanaian Embassy . . . with singles by Dollar and Sheila B. Devotion currently in the charts, top promotion man Oliver Smallman leaving Carrere to concentrate on his Ramalam Music publishing company and indie promotion (409 2211) . . . from recent list of UK Grammy nominees, we missed Elton John's 'Mama Can't Buy You Love' listed for the best male r&b vocal . . . 
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Sir Edward Lewis 1900-1980 
HE DEATH last week of Sir Edward I l^ewis, chairman and founder of Decca, pbbed the industry of one of its true JBants, an entrepreneur of skill, vision I od daring who built and empire of clobal influence and then saw it crum- [.ile. If he could have chosen the moment, is the lime to make his final :ve of the sale of his beloved ecord company to Polygram and the lisposal of the remainder to Racal. He was three months short of his 80th pbirthday and it was the 51st year of the B formation of Decca as a public com- k pany. It is also 150th year since the 8 foundation of Bamett Samuel & Sons, makers of Decca portable phones, for which his stockbrok- g firm acted when it went public in 1928. Although physically frail, he remained mentally alert and the thought of Sir Edward Lewis retiring was never seriously contemplated. He became involved with Decca rather as a victim of circumstances. Although he had a deep interest in records, which even in the 20s he as having much greater 

gramophones, he was first and foremost a stockbroker. After handling the first floatation of Decca in 1928, Lewis heard of Duophone's 75,000 square feel fac- tory at New Maiden, where A1 Jolson records were being manufactured, that 
He recognised it as an opportunity for Decca to make a swift entry into the record business and tried to persuade the directors to purchase it. He was unsuccessful and formed his own syndi- cate to buy the factory for £145,000. When a new record company had to be formed to take over the Duophone agreement, Lewis decided that the household name of Decca was ideal and for £515,000 the company was pur- 
The Decca issue was made on Febru- ary 28, 1929 and was nearly twice over-subscribed, but such was the struggle to keep the company alive in a tough economic climate that it was not until 1945 that the original subscribers obtained a profit on their holding. The first records included six titles by Ambrose and two by Billy Cotton and a recording of "God Save The King", all retailing at three shillings. Although he had no intention of becoming part of Decca's management, Lewis found himself involved with a quickly ailing company. To improve turnover popular records were reduced to Is 6d - half the price of HMV and Columbia - and there were management upheavals. In the end Lewis decided to take control - with the intention of remaining only for a few months. He signed Jack Hylton, which necessitated an allotment of 40,000 shares, but 'Rhymes', one of the bandleader's first releases, sold 300,000 copies, an achievement not bettered for the next 13 years. He also laid the foundation for Decca's classical business by acquiring UK rights to the Polydor recordings. In 1932, Decca bought Brunswick 

J£* 

from Warner Brothers for £15,000 and was again short of money to the point that the staff accepted salary cuts, and on one occasion the Post Office cut off the phones. With the Brunswick takeover giving Decca access to Bing Crosby's record- ings, the company slowly began to prosper, but not without further prob- lems, like the bank threatening to put it into the breaking-up department and, just before Christmas, the coal merchant refusing supplies except for cash. By 1934, the record company showed its first profit and Lewis was invited to join with American friends in the purchase of Columbia for a modest 75,000 dollars. Lewis thought he had a deal, but lost the battle in the end to the American Record Corporation. This led to a decision by Lewis and Jack Kapp of Brunswick to form Decca Records Inc. at a lime when record sales in America had slumped from 100 million in 1928 to 10 million in 1933. It was however, the end of the slump and Kapp was able to bring Crosby and other artists with him from Brunswick. Nevertheless, the company almost foundered, which would have meant the end of the British company, too. In Britain, business was improving, but was having to finance heavy American losses. However, by the time two unknown artists, Riley and Farley, delivered the first 100,000 seller with 'The Music Goes Around And Around', the American record business was haul- ing itself back to prosperity. By August 

1937 Decca Inc. was out of the red at last, but Lewis' firm was still making loans to maintain Decca's stability in London. Lewis' vision led the company into specialised fields, notably the use of radio for navigating ships and planes. Decca Navigator was perfected in time for the D-Day landings in Normany and played a critical part in guiding the ships and landing craft to their exact loca- 
He was also able to see the potential in 1949 for a new American development, a microgroove record rotating at 33 1/3 rpm which he released in England some three years before EMI, and in 1956 the company introduced its own system of stereo recordings. Lewis, with his insis- tence on quality, was less well disposed towards tape and Decca was the last of the British majors to enter the cartridge and cassette market. In 1940, after Selecta Gramophones building in Southwark had been des- troyed in a bomb raid, Lewis made a deal to take over the company and staff. This laid the foundations for the sales and distribution operation that subse- quently gained an unbeatable reputation among the retail trade for service and reliability. During the war, stock in American Decca was sold to fund development of Decca Navigator. This led in 1946 to the formation of London Records, largely to sell Decca phonographs, but in due course to take on distribution of classical records and to import pop material,like 'Now Is The Hour' by Gracie Fields and 'Auf Weidersehn' by Vera Lynn, both sizeable American hits. The aggression of Decca in America paid off in Britain where the company became a major licensee of labels like Warner Bros., RCA, Capitol, Atlantic and MCA. While Decca developed a fine reputation for its classical catalogue and its recordings of British bands like Ted Heath and Ambrose, it also made its contributions to the British Beat Boom of .the 1960s. Although the company was often noted for its failure to sign the Beatles, it did pick up on Tommy Steele (turned down by EMI) and Lewis was sharp enough to recog- nise the potential of the most radical act of the period, The Rolling Stones, as well as the Moody Blues and subse- quently Tom Jones and Engelbert Humperdinck. A great believer in personal relation- ships, Lewis was essentially a shy man who shunned personal publicity and didn't give interviews. He didn't for- mally become chairman of Decca Records until 1957 and he never regarded it as necessary either to take a salary or to claim expenses, even for overseas travel. He was not a technical person, but an inspiring leader and co-ordinator and in 1967 he was awarded the Gold Albert Medal of the Royal Society of Arts. He was knighted in 1961. He is survived by his second wife and a son of his first marriage who is a senior stockbroker in the family firm of E.R. Lewis and Co. 

AMONG THE tributes to Sir Edward Lewis were the following - Bill Town- sley, Decca director and a colleague for 53 years: "He was the doyen of the record business, but I remember him most for his many kindnesses and for being a great human being. He was always looking forward musically and proved his vision in 1949 when after a visit to America he became convinced that the future of the business lay in Long Playing records and released them in Britain three years before anybody 
D.H. Toller-Bond, president of Lon- don Records, who became associated with Lewis while working on the navigator system in the Royal Navy during the war: "He was a man of great vision who never flinched from taking well calculated risks which usually turned out to be right. He was extremely loyal to people who worked for him and he always expected that if a man had shaken hands with him that was as good as a contract. Ken East, chief operating officer EMI Music and a former m.d. of Decca Records: "He was an inspiration to me in my early days in the record industry and was the only person for whom I would have left EMI. Tony Calder, business consultant to Ice Records, and former co-manager of the Rolling Stones: "He was a tough negotiator, but it was a pleasure to deal with him. He was sharp, receptive to innovative ways of doing deals which later became commonplace in the indus- try, and most of all he loved the music. At a lunch to mark the signing of a new Rolling Stones contract he gave each of them a copy of his book No C./.C. - with their advance cheques tucked into the back page." Sir Joseph Lockwood, former chair- man of EMI: "Once upon a time we were business adversaries and I remember having a row with him about his claim that Decca was the largest record company. In later years we became close personal friends and I found him one of the kindest men I knew. He would do anything for any- body he liked." Jonathan King; "He taught me more than anybody about the record business. He inspired great loyalty in people and, although it was not generally known, he had a wonderful sense of humour." Geoffrey Everitt, managing director of MAM Records: "He was like me a great lover of cricket and we used to meet occasionally at the Oval. What most impressed me was how aware of every- thing he was and he would always have little pieces of paper with him showing the latest sales figures. He was always very fair and showed great loyalty to his artists, including lending money to one who wanted to buy a house." L.G. Wood, I will remember him not only as a formidable businessman, but also as a man of great humanity who was quick to recognise and appreciate good work and to show consideration to those in difficulty. The world record industry has lost a giant, the like of shall never see again. whom w 
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is?. U9 Wk". ^ > TITLE/ARTIST Label/Cat No o "J"' 
* 1 3 3 84 65 THE SPECIAL A.K.A. LIVE! (EP) SPECIALS 2 TONE CHS TT7 F 2 4 8 54 70 I'M IN THE MOOD FOR DANCING NOLANS O EPIC EPC 8068 C 3 1 12 49 75 BRASS IN POCKET PRETENDERS REAL ARE 11 W 4 2 5 46 83 MY GIRL MADNESS O STIFF BUY/BUYIT 62 C 5 7 10 44 75 IT'S DIFFERENT FOR GIRLS JOE JACKSON A8*M AMS 7493 C ★ 6 17 3 37 93 COWARD OF THE COUNTY KENNY ROGERS UNITED ARTISTS UP 614 E 7 8 8 37 72 BABE STYX A8<M AMS 7489 C 8 5 10 33 79 WITH YOU I'M BORN AGAIN BILLY PRESTON & SYREETA O MOTOWN TMG 1159 E 9 6 10 29 61 PLEASE DON'T GO KC & THE SUNSHINE BAND O TK TKR 7558 C ★ 10 24 3 28 64 SOMEONE'S LOOKING AT YOU BOOMTOWN RATS ENSIGN ENY 34/3412 F 11 9 9 28 42 GREEN ONIONS BOOKER T & THE MGS ATLANTIC K10109 W 12 12 11 27 69 1 WANNA HOLD YOUR HAND DOLLAR CARRERE CAR 131 W ★ 13 16 7 26 59 7 TEEN REGENTS RIALTO TREB 111 A 14 10 7 24 88 BETTER LOVE NEXT TIME DR.HOOK CAPITOL CL 16112 E * 15 79 11 21 31 THREE MINUTE HERO THE SELECTER 2 TONE TT8 F 16 1 1 7 21 94 1 HEAR YOU NOW JON 8. VANGELIS POLYDOR POSP 96 F ★ 17 31 4 20 86 LIVING BY NUMBERS NEW MUSIK GTOGT261 C ★ 18 mm 20 41 SAVE ME QUEEN EMI 5022 E ★ 19 43 3 20 20 AND THE BEAT GOES ON WHISPERS SOLAR SO 12-1 R ★ 20 27 3 18 72 BUZZ BUZZ A DIDDLE IT MATCHBOX MAGNET MAG 157 A ★ 21 23 4 17 80 TOO HOT KOOL & THE GANG MERCURY KOOL 8/812 F 22 22 11 17 61 SPACER SHEILA 8. B.DEVOTION CARRERE CAR 128 W 23 14 10 16 80 ESCAPE (THE PINA COLADA SONG) RUPERT HOLMES INFINITY INF 120 C 24 21 7 15 37 JAZZ CARNIVAL AZYMUTH MILESTONE MSP/MRC 101 R ★ 25 45 3 14 47 JANE JEFFERSON STARSHIP GRUNT FB 1750 R 26 13 9 14 49 TEARS OF A CLOWN - RANKING FULL STOP BEAT 2 TONE CHS TT6 F 27 20 7 14 84 SPIRITS (HAVING FLOWN) BEE GEES RSO/RSOX 52 F 28 25 9 13 24 WE GOT THE FUNK POSITIVE FORCE SUGARHILL SH/SHL 102 A ★ 29 38 4 13 50 THE PLASTIC AGE BUGGLES ISLAND WIP 6540 E ★ 30 46 3 12 73 BABY 1 LOVE YOU RAMONES SIRE SIR 4031 W ★ 31 42 4 11 54 UNDERPASS JOHN FOXX METAL BEAT VS 318 C 32 33 4 10 64 STRANGE LITTLE GIRL SAD CAFE RCA PB 5202 R 33 37 4 10 69 MAMA'S BOY SUZI QUATRO RAK 303 E ★ 34 62 3 12 17 CAPTAIN BEAKY KEITH MICHELL WITH CAPTAIN BEAKY 8. HIS BAND POLYDOR POSP 106 F 35 34 9 9 65 SARA FLEETWOOD MAC WARNER BROS K17533 W 36 30 4 9 69 GOT TO LOVE SOMEBODY SISTER SLEDGE ATLANTIC K1 1404 W 37 19 9 12 16 LONDON CALLING CLASH CBS 8087 C 38 18 9 11 13 1 HAVE A DREAM ABBA O EPIC EPC 8088 C 39 15 11 10 14 ANOTHER BRICK IN THE WALL (PART 11) PINK FLOYD ☆ HARVEST HAR 5194 E 40 36 4 7 70 WONDERLAND COMMODORES MOTOWN TMG 1172 E ★ 41 73 3 8 18 MUSIC MAKES YOU FEEL LIKE DANCING BRASS CONSTRUCTION UAUP/12UP615 E ★ 42 49 4 8 38 CARAVAN SONG BARBARA DICKSON EPIC EPC 8103 C 43 39 4 7 56 PARADISE BIRD - THE LETTER AMII STEWART ATLANTIC/HANSA K11424 W ★ 44 ■■ ' 1 6 72 CARRIE CLIFF RICHARD EMI 5006 E ★ 45 61 3 7 42 RIDERS IN THE SKY SHADOWS EMI 5027 E ★ 46 51 5 6 51 ARE YOU READY BILLY OCEAN GTO GT 259 C 47 44 5 7 31 ROTATION HERB ALPERT A8.M AMS 7500 C 48 28 ' 13 8 8 IS IT LOVE YOU'RE AFTER ROSE ROYCE WH1TFIELD K17456 W ★ 49 ■■ 5 62 ROCK WITH YOU MICHAEL JACKSON EPIC EPC 8206 C 50 35 7" ' 5 54 1 WANNA BE YOUR LOVER PRINCE WARNER BROS K17537 W 51 52 3 7 20 DANCE STANCE DEXY'S MIDNIGHT RUNNERS PARLOPHONE R6028 E 52 32 4 7 27 YOUNG BLOOD UFO CHRYSALIS CHS 2399 F 53 26 11 7 5 RAPPER'S DELIGHT SUGARHILL GANG SUGARHILL SH/SHL 101 A ★ 54 59 3 6 18 MOTORBIKE BEAT REVILLOS DINDISC DIN 5 C 55 48 4 5 37 ANGELS LENE LOVICH STIFF BUY/BUYIT 63 C ★ 56 103' 1 7 1 ~ TOUCH TOO MUCH AC DC ATLANTIC K11435 W 57 29 13 6 7 1 ONLY WANT TO BE WITH YOU TOURISTS • LOGO GO 370 R ★ 58 5 20 MAYBE TOMORROW CHORDS POLYDOR POSP 101 F ★ 59 77 2 4 28 WOMAN'S WORLD JAGS ISLAND WIP 6531 E 60 60 5 6 ' • WHERE'S CAPTAIN KIRK? SPIZZENERGI ROUGH TRADE RTSO 4 M 
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Legal action fails to 
curb import dealing 
INTERNATIONAL LEGAL to curtail parallel imports is having lit- tle effect on the import-export disc 

And on the subject of the recent closure of a leading importer for stated reasons of legal pressure on the retail trade Shand said: "We feel it certainly court pressure on both current product and retailers in the UK because we have ial being transacted at found our business actually expand- 
is clear from the level of 

A slightly different point of v this year's MIDEM festival in Cannes. The big traders are not shouting about their buying and selling, and admit that recent actions in the British imports High Court have scared off some UK retailers, but as long as no precedent judgement is forthcoming from the busy all week with courts, the importers still feel free to ' ' bring in cut-price product. And the major operators are becom- ing increasingly angry at the way the record industry is presenting its case to the trade as a fight for rights and demand and the: royalties. All defend their i ' ' accusing the industry of safeguard sales, pure and s Said Terry Shand of Stage One, firm di 

«' 

LEFT: WHO'S that infiltrating the Russian stand at MIDEM? It could only be 
"from thc'Am'eri(Tan end"of the Martin Lewis trying to interest the Melyoda people in TAe Iron Lady. Thank You was the Russians answer. RIGHT: Trudy Hunt and Terry Shand. In their first year with a stand, export director Ms Hunt negotiated well over mager of New York's leading expor- l" y,T e*POIt f1™1™ Ms Hunt negotiated well over was at the festival and was kept worth of export bsuiness and Shand was beaming about the import 

parts of the EEC. "The European anti-import actions often before the European have not cut the level of exports going has released them, out of my operation, but I can say that "Used the right way, a s« it has affected the diversity of product ours could be an inherent ci „ . _ mrity ofsome of my factor, because by watching import 1 q J-vxxl ftr x/I/4   sales they can guagc their pressing V1UCO "The record industry badly needs a requirements for local release and cut precedent case, we are waiting for a out their overstock problems." 

Cantrell/Nesmith 
tie-up for 

which took a stand at MIDEM for the Court. Many c: from the British High ig feeling among his own independent label called Zilch 
le over this year: been fine for us down here although London court action by Polydor and other majors seems to have affected the world market, but we can still bring pieces of any in cheap albums from Europe and eral," he said. America. 

settled the American exporters that when they and has lined up two albums for late , and I would like to say do ship in bulk every case that is handled that way strikes and strife' the detriment of the retail trade." all rights and royalties hai We arc talking about 500 to 2,000 at the US end. tide here, in gen- "Maybe the big companies should Skyscrappers and Last Touch, We supply these cease calling this is a fight for artists one of S'tg1". ■ecords to the radio stations, clubs, rights and royaldes. Let's call it a fight ^he first of these will be 

UK ('in times of February, le way they put it) Zilch will issue Michael Nesmith's ■ ■ Pacific Arts label as well as direcdy including Sean Tyla, The 

of records, while I have concluded deals to bring in more than £500,000 worth of product from EEC countries in the last three weeks." Shand claims his product is in heavy demand in a market place where perhaps four or five album tides are selling in quantity, and those are dis- counted by stores by up to 30 percent. "Stage One spent around £4,000 in defending its case in the High Court, and although it submitted to an order e bringing in Who Are You, the 

of 'My Generation' by Terry and The Unknowns and a football disc called 'Come On You Reds' by the 
Pirate tape handlers can be 
forced to reveal sources 

Pits. 

SUCH HAS been the success of the that the governments had BPI and its legal representatives in ■ ~ widening the scope of laws covering piracy that it is now possible to take legal Germany, it action against innocent people. much enthusiastr      Revealing this at an international the government quesdonofafuU ban on importing the lawyers' meeting to discuss piracy. 

I yet 

Michael Nesmith's latest UP Infinite Rider On The Big Dogma with a single from it entitled 'Cruisin" and Sean Tyla's Jujr Popped Out will be the first albums. In addition Cantrell has formed a ratified the Rome or Geneva Con- video production company with Nes- governing copyright. In West stated, there was m the police i 
Polydor catalogue has to be decided in solicitor Robert Allan for the UK hot ■e nowhere near giving disclosed that handlers of protect ar 

Ex-Arista men 
launch indie 

extended to the Customs' & Excise. It of handling counterfeits are subjected was pleasing to see Customs & Excise in higher fines than the counterfeiters, court "doing something helpful for the industry" commented Allan 

with London offices and ; independent PR agency called The Press Office. The label will be inde- against pirates pendent in the UK with a major   company providing pressing and dis- tribution and sales being handled by an independent force. Zilch will also represent in-house producer Mark ivicted Dodson. 

negligible. In Holland, 11 is being drafted ights while another 

re given of a 1978 survey of Briefs 
inauscry goBBBBcH niuui m mx nnA1 , ,, •       EDDY GRANT'S publishing obvious reference to the frustration ^ a Ievy on ^ ^ ^ panics Marco Music and Grant M. in Bvtornnr-A ctn^<k t QAA tr vtroc rlicnlncnH naVCDeei previously experienced by the BPI i FORMER ARISTA a & r man Jack Stewart Grayson is launching a new independent label in March called shipments of pirate tapes. Pagan Records. The other encouraging i First product will be from New York for the BPI, reported Allan, new wave singer Amy Bolton, who ' J"— r 

signed for the UK only, and 

, . r in existence since i^oo. n was aiscios 
u 

efforts 10 secure c<>oP«a"on o that .n the households there W( the Customs^in trackmg down illegal )940 pIayers of all recordings 

-Id excluding the USA, Nigeria and the West Indies, to Intersong, while Grant's Ice table t^u cassette prayers w. an r^oraings ^ with
B'Intercord for Germany> madeSB^ percent mvolved^pjmg, but Austrla and SwitzerIand. The other encoura^ng development records bought accounted lor only .- »!,*. not .... nr.rtl-H Allan. WAS ttlC ^ of taped material. Germany, 

signed tor the UK only, and will grant secict ,^5 probably be distributed independently where "overwhelming" evidence could 

Austria and Switzerland. JOHN BREWER, head of the Anas 
levy on black ,af!a Sroup of managmment and publ- 

presented of the possibility of However, a contrary 
ishing companies, announced he has plans to form a record label in the next few months. machinery and tapes either being dictably forthcoming from a representa- TONY ROBERTS Music, the of the French blank tape recently-fomred publishing company 

Diamond to Pagan and has another made in open major artist pending. The label has set " ' up a New York office run by another former Arista man Jack Kreisberg, and Grayson expects to be hiring three more staff in the UK to handle regional promotion, marketing and publicity. 

the offender could disappear before that teenagers would not buy them at all MIDEM, inxluding a sub-publishing ac- agreement with Rudi Slezak for Ger- copying was made u ™.<U.       He felt cassettes had aided the many, Austria and Switzeraland. Out- orders to be effective needed growth of the record market and line agreements are set up for USA, be granted at the earliest stage in the without their popularity record sales France, Benelux, South AFRICA, IU UC glAUlVU CIL    o  investigations, other countries pleaded would tan. Scandinavia ai 1 Japan. 
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THE DISCO CHART 
Disco Dealer 
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RETAIIinG 

Wholesale & Import Round-up 
1 Mt, 1MI ORTS "truce"appears to be holding with no applications for injunc- tions from record companies for a good two months and wholesalers doing their best to maintain low profiles pending the two main High Court trials. As a leading UK wholesaler com- 

RM doubles 
its turnover 
INDUSTRY RACK-JOBBERS, Record Merchandisers, having just experienced one of its most profitable Chrislmases to date, has decided to reveal full details of its turnover. In its financial year ending June, 1979, Record Merchandisers purchased and distributed 21 million units. In one week alone, just before Christmas 1979, the company shipped out 800,000 units. This added up to a total 1978/79 turnover of £28.1 million - over double the previous year's level. Record Merchandisers has also revealed that it now supplies 1,500 UK record outlets, made up mainly of Woolworth, Littlewoods, Martins, Debenham and Fine Fare branches. This has given Record Merchandisers 12.5 per cent of all record and tapes and 16 per cent of singles supplied to the U K 

mented last week: "It looks like record companies have decided to take positive action to reduce the level of imports. Instead of going for injunctions they are cutting demand for imports by reducing their own prices for limited periods on 
One recently formed Midlands importer has, however, been sending various retailers price lists made up exclusively of Portuguese product, which it claims is entirely legal. Perhaps the company knows something the High Court doesn't. Meanwhile, despite initial reluctance, London's Lightning Records has now decided to stock VHS pre-recorded video cassettes on an experimental basis. 

A range of 30 titles, including feature films, "music programmes and sports documentaries, are now available at between £21.00 and £28.00 dealer. Lightning also has a selection of new U S imports on the shelves. They include Parliament's Gloryhallasiupid, Lou Rawls'Si'l Dotcn And Talk To Me, Tony Rallo'sBurmn* A/ii>«, J. Hoggard'sDoyr Like These and Whispers. Polygram's import division IMS, which last week put all its prices up by an average of just under five percent, has various new releases available over the next week. Among them are L. Shan- kar's Touch Me There, Fra ncoise Bream's Voyeur Extra-Lucide on Barc- lay/Egg Records and the Eric Burdon re-issue Darkness-Darkness plus a number of new titles on the recently acquired ECM label. 

Importer Stage-1 has a mass of US and Italian cut-outs feamring titles from Jethro Tull, Peter Gabriel, Randy Newman, Rory Gallagher, UFO, Chic, Dave Edmunds, Santana, Neil Diamond and Chicago. Dealer prices start at £1.25. Now available from West London wholesaler Rough Trade are the new single from Silicon Teens 'Judy In Disguise', on Mute Records, and 'Today's Kidz' by The Last Words, which is one the band's own label Remand Records. Rockburgh Records has just released the new Jo Jo Zep and the Falcons single 'Soon You'll Be Gone' and album Takin' The Wraps Off, both available through independent distributor Spartan. Meanwhile, Alien Records has switched distribution from Spartan to Pinnacle. 

TV GUIDE 
NATIONAL; All Regions 

ONE OF those rare occasions when the Lugtons sales force can be found in the same place - pictured here with Robert Rigby, holding the Rock Star album which Lugtons recently picked up following a deal with Rediffusion's Fusion label. 

Michael Jackson 
ROCK WITH YOU b/wYou Can't Win/Get OnThe Floor 
No. 1 in Billboard's HOT 100. 
Now play listed on every major 
radio station in Britain o 

EPC13-8206^^ 

All now available in the UK 

fgcko 

mm: 
P,R»-8222 
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IMPORTANT NOTICE 
TO 

MANUFACTURERS, DISTRIBUTORS 
RETAILERS, EXPORTERS, 
TAPE MANUFACTURERS 

L.P. RECORDS 

OR 5 CASSETTES 

COST 

ip 

for total shrinkwrap protection giving: 
• Sleeve and record protection trom dust, dirt and handling • Easy price labelling and relabelling without sleeve damage • Excellent presentation for merchandising and display • Security of contents with maximum stock display • Reduced shop lifting by total sealing of sleeves • Improved stock level control when retrievable product tags used 

OUR 

Interested? please contact 
PAUL ROGERS at 

S. KEMPNER Ltd. 498 Honeypot Lane, Stanmore, Middx. HA7 1JZ Tel: 01-952 5262/5 (Ansaphone after 6.00 pm) Telex; 21400 KEMPNR-G for machinery, material and complete technical and costing advice on shrinkwrap 
EX-STOCK 



ADVERTORIAL MATURE 

How Kempners got the 
market (shrink) wrapped 
A LOOK ai tne com; shrink-wrapping albums immediately. 

the company which has cornered the growing market for " ' ' ' h can supply the machinery to do the job 

THE INCREASED professionalism of Said Rogers; "We decided to take in-store merchandising over the last few premises larger than we currently need years, and in particular the introduction to avoid having to move again if the of self-service systems by many leading business continues to grow at its current retailers, has created considerable rate. Before the summer, we will have to demand for an unexpected commodity - install air-conditioning and roof rcflec- PVC shrink-wrap. tors because shrink-wrap must be stored Dealers, wholesalers and manufac- below 70 degrees." rs are gradually realising the advan- Kempner has exclusive UK distribu- tages of shrink-wrapping product. For self-service outlets, it is ideal, protecting discs on display, improving their appearance and marginally reducing shop-lifting. For distributors, goods ' transit are far better protected. Helping to meet this demand, ai 

;s supplier, 
wrap accounts for 70 percent of turnovt with shrink-wrap machines - about £ 1,600 for manual and up ' automatic - making up 

. Shrink- and Our Price Records, plus individual than 

m 

outlets all over the country. Also supplied are Pickwick, Multiple £20,000 for Sounds and industry rack jobbers other 30 Record Merchandisers. As for the major record companies, Kempner supplies EMI, CBS and, at present, Decca plus of starting Virgin Records' export cor Caroline. Rogers commented: "With record shops introducing self-s systems, the demand for shrink-wrap from has increased. It's very important for had t self-service shops - product stays better Rogers, protected, it gives a cleaner, better In addi finish and it increases security because Kempner' people can't slide another record it 
He added: "Our main advantage competitors is that we operate 

1 p a time to shrink-wrap discs. It's [uite likely that the level of faulty ns would be reduced if all records shrink-wrapped." gers went on to emphasise that the overall cost for the small record retailers 
wrapping was not that high. After the initial outlay on a machine, very little additional maintainance is needed. 'Our Price Records bought a machine three years ago and we have only fully service it once," claimed 

flexible system, our staff are keen and include a 

the record business, ners are spread across wide range of industries covering toys, chemicals, paper, stationary and greet- ings card companies plus various shrink-wrap sub-contractors, which 

THE COMPANY'S new Stanmore offices. 
supplying the range of manual and The list of companies supplied by automatic machines that its customers Kempner is ample evidence of the require to shrink-wrap their own stocks, increased demand, especially among is the Stanmore-based company Kemp- record retailers, for the operation's ner, which currently relies on the record product. Among the ret industry for almost 20 percent of its £1 Virgin Records, which million plus turnover. wraps product in all its branches, HMV Kempner has been in the packaging 

long hours and 
walked in today and paid cash he could tries. If business falls off i walk away immediately with a shrink- are usually compensated by wrap machine and his initial stocks." in tt Rogers is, however, critical of UK this record companies' policy of shrink- futu wrapping only a limited amount of their - mainly special box-sets and 

of Britain's prisons, 
different indus- 

And tr 
ssical n 

the 1980s, Kemp- :ets ana ner s next oia to increase its business will be at the forthcoming Pakaex '80 shrink- trade fair at the B' '    __ _ ... „ . Centre during March, w shrink- that record companies here don't do the pany has booked its lai especially whe it costs no more date. 
business since the mid-60s, but it is only during the last five years, preceeded by the arrival of director Richard Jankel, whose family owns the business, that the operation has successfully capitalised upon the expanding shrink-wrap mar- ket. Paul Rogers, Kcmpner's general manager, explained: "Before Richard Jankel took an active interest in the business five years ago it was just ticking over. 1 joined three years ago and our turnover has more than trebled since then. Our staff has also now grown to ten, including the appointments of Barry Heath as technical services man- ager and Aidan Coles as customer services manager." The expansion of the business has also led to the need for larger premises. In November last year, Kempner moved from the Tottenham site to the new £300,000 warehouse and offices in which i 

Ti v ■ 
r 

h 
n ' prevent the temperai 
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ERSUASIONS FTC 184 From the LR 'LEISURESUITE' b/w 'COYOTE' from the LR 'ROCK & ROLL FROMTHE PLANET EARTH' 
& 'SAVE THE WHALES' from the LR 'PAR ADISE WITH AN OCEAN VIEW.' 

JUDV IN DISGUISE' 

THE BRAND NEVW HIT 
SINGLE FROM 

TEENS 

rttMUT 6 6 6 RECORDS 

DISTRIBUTED BY ROUGH TRADE RED RHINO SPARTAN 
Tr 

SILENT 

ROUGH 
TRADE 

COMMAND 
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POWERHDI ChartbustErsi 
QUEEN/SAVE ME MICHAEL JACKSON/ROCK WI CLIFF RICHARD/CARRIE 

ON THE RADIO Hat an the FIB Airplay Guide 
DAVE EDMUNDS/SINGIN' THE BLUES (Swansong) FLYING LIZARDS/TV (Virgin)" PETER GABRIEL/GAMES WITHOUT FRONTIERS 
DONNA SUMMER/ON THE RADIO (Casablanca) ALI THOMSON/TAKE A LITTLE RHYTHM (A&M) DUSTY SPRINGFIELD/YOUR LOVE STILL BRINGS ME TO MY KNEES (Mercury) ELVIS COSTELLO/I CAN'T STAND UP FOR FALLING DOWN (F-Beat) 

DISCO/SOUL 
Top new sellers on RB's Disco Chart 

PLAYERS ASSOCIATION/WE GOT THE GROOVE (Van.) SHALAMAR/RIGHT IN THE SOCKET (Solar) FAT LARRY'S BAND/HERE COMES THE SUN (Fantasy) WAR/THE WORLD IS A GHETTO tMCa) CHAIRMEN OF THE BOARD/GIVE ME JUST..(Inferno) 

IMPORTS Fastest moving Disco/Soul imports 
SHARON PAGE/TONIGHT'S THE NIGHT SLAVE/JUST A TOUCH OF YOUR LOVE ALTON & JOHNNY/HANG ON IN THERE 

(Source) (Cotillion) (Polydor) 
Hear Record Business chai 

Radio For 

For the full story behind the Chartbi 
the voice of Mann .o«okv—. Disco Chan Singles ChsH l ibscribe to the weekly trade magazine Record Business: ^ 
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R0UGH NEW RELEASES RCUGH 

TRADE NtWKELEASES TRADE 

scritti politti i X 2 singles Svve// n,aps 
'ets build a car 

CABARET VOLTAIRE 
LIVE 

nOCTOKMIX LP 

"VOiiNG1 

G-iA^T/ 

^es of the week 
isResearch Computer... 

ISE PICKS 
(EMI) TH YOU (Epic) (EMI) 

NEW RELEASES Due in the shops this weekend 
DR FEELGOOD/HONG KONG MONEY RAINBOW/ALL NIGHT LONG STIFF LITTLE FINGERS/AT THE EDGE DEF LEPPARD/HELLO AMERICA DICKIES/FAN MAIL ANDY GIBB/DESIRE JOCKO/RHYTHM TALK NARADA MICHAEL WALDEN/TONIGHT I'M ALRIGHT 

tUA) (Polydor) (Chrysalis) (Vertigo) (A&M) (RSO) (Phil Int) 
(Atlantic) 

ROCK Top action from the RB Tup lOOand Indie Chart 
AC DC/TOUCH TOO MUCH (Atlantic) CHORDS/MAYBE TOMORROW (Polydor) HOLLY & THE ITALIANS/TELL THAT GIRL.. (Oval) 999/TROUBLE (Polydor) TOYAH/BIRD IN FLIGHT (Safari) 

OFFTHEWALL Coming out of nowhere 
DON ARMANDO'S SECOND AVENUE RHUMBA BAND/ I'M AN INDIAN TOO (ZE) 

rts on these radio stations: 
I radio e fooioxa TFFS , 

( I FVI I AM) IHHIVIII 
to RBP Ltd., Oaktield House. Perrymounl Road. Hayward: 
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PHYLLIS HYMAN 

"YOU KNOW HOW TO LOVE ME" 
ARIST 323 

Available On Arista Records 

AIRISTA 

ji> 



BCATURE 
1RT TWO in RB's series on s multiples. ' TIM SMITH 
DUR AVERAGE punier, on a visit 10 r of the larger record departments of a ois Store, is likely to unearth a wider »nge of titles than can be located on the aclyes of many independent record 

1 So claims lan Smellie, audio mcr- mandisc controller, and the person with cerall responsibility for the multiple's cecord, tape and video operations. It ; a surprise, but his claim is rgely justified. Boots, along with W.H. Smith, and to lesser extent Woolworth, has, almost iperceptible, transformed its 

Boots: records are a challenge to 
communicate the appeal of music 
totally involved in the record business but we still feel we are not given enough credit for being part of the record retail 

It was over 20 years ago that Boots moved into record retailing, prececded by the arrival of Wilf Price, who is today the company's senior record buyer. It was prompted by the urgent need for a new range following the closure of the Boots 'Booklovers Library' - no longer financially viable because of the growth of public libraries. 

approach to record retailing over the last few years. Emphasis on discounting has waned, stocking policy has been expanded in many outlets and a com- mitment to new releases has been established. But despite these gradual changes, Boots has had difficulty convincing the industry and many consumers of its validity as a retailer of records. As Smellie told Record Business: 'We arc 

TOP; BOOTS' Luton Branch: full back catalogue range is carried in all of the larger outlets. LEFT: Ian Smellie, Boots' audio merchandise controller. He banned Peter Tosh's Bush Doctor LP because it might 

10 per cent of the market With steady expansion over the subsequent years, Boots now sells records and tapes in 250 of its 1,100 outlets. UK market share speaks for itself. According to the latest Forte market research report, Boots currently commands 10 percent of the singles market, 8 percent of albums and 9 percent of the cassette market. Smellie explained the current set-up: 'We operate record departments in virtually all of our larger stores. The decision regarding the size and location of the departments is taken on the basis of a number of factors - total size of the branch, the local competition and, of course, the general trading potential.' 

He continued: 'The number of titles in each outlet varies, however, in some of our larger stores we carry a full back catalogue range and we will always take special orders from customers. As for new releases, we make space available if justified by the sales potential.' Unlike Woolworths, which is racked by Record Merchandisers, Boots oper- ates its own buying policy. The vast majority of product is ordered by the individual record departments, with head office providing direction. Commented Smellie: "We are in continual touch with the record com- panies and from these discussions we issue guidance notices to the shops indicating the sales potential of new releases. The branches are directed to stock the major new albums, an initial distribution being arranged for many of them. The policy regarding less certain releases is always a compromise between what we recommend, the buyer's own judgement and the store's stock situa- 
Boots is, however, becoming increas- ingly concerned about the pressure by some record companies to depress retailer margins, as, the company claims, this will inevitably inhibit the breadth of product range that can be stocked, and will mean that the com- pany is likely to increase the centralisa- tion of its buying control. Purchasing policy can be subjected to centralised control, as witnessed last year by Boots' decision to ban the Peter Tosh album Bush Doctor., which carried 

scented scratch 'n sniff sticker. 'We do not like to see ourselves acting in the role of a censor, but we must recognise situations that might cause offence to a majority of our customers', said Smellie. Emphasis on in-store promotion He added: "We do also exert central- ised control for the chain's merchandis- ing activities and we therefore have regular talks with record companies over promotional opportunities. We put a lot of emphasis on in-store promotion. This aims to attract the attention of all potential customers, but we believe we have a special opportunity of selling records to people who don't usually buy them - look at the Grease and Saturday Night Fever syndrome. It's a challenge to try and communicate the appeal of music and attract new customers". Evidence of Boots' commitment to in-store promotion comes from the recently negotiated agreement with the display company Topic for in-store videos. The promotion films, produced by Topic and changed on a monthly basis, arc now shown in Boots' top 65 record departments. Boots also now sells pre-recorded and blank video 
Effective staff t Boots' drive lowar retailing. "We try to ensure that our staff are fully trained in the techniques of the record trade," said Smellie. 

"However, at the moment a lot of train- ing is in-store and geared towards Boots' internal policy. I would like to see Gain- ing expanded". He also insists that Boots' shopping profile is not restricted to any particular age bracket. He said: "People of all ages shop at Boots. We definitely do not tailor our business to one particular sec- n of ity. Discounting, always a ject for UK multiples', is carefully played down by Smellie. With Boots discounting between 50 pence and £2.00 off selected titles, he claims that in the current market it is the large indepen- dent chains that have become the heaviest discounters. "There's a bit of a myth that the major multiples are waging some sort of dis- count war," he commented. "But if you go down the High Street today, the cheapest prices are not necessarily being offered by a multiple. We just watch for the going price and follow the lead of others when deciding what we dis- 
Hecontinued: "It obviously c us about the amount of discounting going on, but there is little we can do about i t. We are not responsible for lead- ing it but our policy has to reflect the real 
"Part of the problem is that today the record business is polarised towards new releases. If a new release is a certain good seller it is likely to be discounted. It's most significant when records are at the top of the charts." Records too expensive As for blank tapes, Smellie said that he was fully aware of the difficult problem of home taping, but he added: "We sell blank tape simply because the demand is there. A lot of teenagers can't afford to buy records at the current prices, and advancing technology is going to further exacerbate the prob- 
Despite the general industry reces- sion, the drop in sales created by last summer's VAT rises and price increases and the problem of stimulating back catalogue sales, Smellie is reasonably confident about the future of the business. The optimism mainly stems from the anticipated video boom. "The whole industry is going to change over the next few years," he commented. "It will be brought about by the technological developments in video. The oppor- tunities for the future are fascinating. And there can be little doubt that Boots is already doing its best to capitalise upon these developments." As Smellie concluded: "Boots is in the record business to do things as profes- sionally as any independent. We're completely involved and we are now successfully proving to the record com- panies our ability to sell records. It's vital to differentiate between multiples with this approach to record retailing and those who stick to chart material and budget records." 
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VIDEO 

Latest boost for 

JVC's videodisc system 
THE ANNOUNCEMENT by Mat- sushita that it is opting for JVC's videodisc system brings down to three the most potentially viable disc formats. Matsushita has a great deal of techni- cal expertise and financial muscle, and would not make decisions without minutely pondering the consequences. These start with abandoning Mat- sushita's own disc system, and-since JVC has a remarkable track record of having come out with the almost- standard VHS format - investing in JVC's electro-tracking capacitance pick-up system, which offers random access, still frame, slow motion and fast-motion playback. The JVC disc needs basically the same manufacturing facilities as audio discs, which means it can easily be mass produced. It's very close in design parameters to the RCA Selectavision disc, and JVC does not rule out joining up with RCA. Launch dates for the JVC disc are undecided, but clearly here is a formid- able new system on the way. The Philips disc, meanwhile, is now promised for raid-1981, instead of spring, and it would be no surprise at all if delay stretched on longer. There are said to be fearsome disc pressing problems (worse, apparently, on the American MCA system) not least because the groove is thinner than human hair, and - in the American model at least - alignment of the sophisticated laser system is very critical, and can only be performed by an experienced technician. Reliable American sources say that no fewer than 3,000 modifications have been made to the MCA machine since its first manufacture in 1977, the machine may not be moved any distance unless the laser is locked, and the power supply has been known to melt the label on the disc and shut down the machine. Obviously Philips, now exchanging patents with Sony, won't want any of this to happen with the European version of the MCA machine. So the race just might be to the swift rather than the sophisticated. One acute problem: rights in video are such a jungle that vast quantities of programming are in limbo pending clarification. It's hoped to cover this thorny field in a future article, since it's 

critical to video's future. Raymond Goldsmith's pioneering Film-a-Disc unit is going into 25 branches of W.H. Smith for a four- month trial period, which will then be analysed, and is likely to lead to Smiths setting up an in-store video department. Smiths is said to be very enthusiastic about Film-a-Disc - which is also going nationwide in 21 out of23 Virgin stores. Film-a-Disc is a concept of refined simplicity, which plays a 20-minute U-matic tape of carefully edited 75- 

U-WatwIck/MSO V-Red RW 

THE FILM-A-DISC prototype, c< plete with browser rack and fascinated customers, at Virgin's Kensini High Street store. 

VIDEO TOP 10 1 THE STUD - IPG Stud 1 2 THE BITCH - IPG Bitch 1 3 ELVIS —TWO HOUR SPECTACULAR d Of V 4 BONY M - IPC 3EZ 5 SINATRA: TWO HOUR SPECTACU- LAR - World Of Video SP2 6 ELECTRIC BLUE - World Of Video 2000 7 RAILWAY CHILDREN-EMI VC20017 8 BARBRA STREISAND IN CONCERT - World Of Video SP3 9 DISCO DYNAMITE: Boney M & Erup- tion - Hokushin VM31 10 UPS AND DOWNS OF A HANDYMAN 

second excerpts from promos. Albums are racked in the unit itself, to tempt impulse buyers, who listen to the sound through one of eight attached headsets. This not only creates an intimate listening booth atmosphere, it stops the sales staff from going crazy hearing the same music over and over again. With sc much flair and creativity now pouring into video promos, a daring use of in-store video is sure to have dramatic impact on sales, and Smiths is to congratulated on taking a plunge. It can't be stressed enough that if you spend money on bringing video in-store^ as a sales aid, you must keep it tuorkingM because only then is it working to makcD you money. And Goldsmith's repeatablB 20-ininute tape and choice of thfl 75-second length proves very s thinking. 
CHARLES ROBINSO| 
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No sales boycott of | 
EMI's all-Russian Onegin 

Top 10 
MOZART: PIANO CONCERTO NO. 9 & CONCERTO FOR TWO PIANOS. ALFRED 

YEHUDI MENUHIN was presented last month by EMI with a framed silk-screen print of one of his first 78's for HMV. He is pictured here between past and present producers Ronald Kinloch Anderson and John Eraser, with (at right) David Bicknell, recently retired head of the company's Interna- tional Artists Department, who was at HMV when Menuhin made his first records in 1929. 

UNRUFFLED BY the arguments rag- ing about the Olympic Games, EMI is bringing out this month a complete Eugene Onegin which it confidently expects to be a winner precisely because it boasts an all-Russian cast (HMV/Melodiya SLS 5191). Sales of the recording should also be boosted by performances of Tchaikovsky's opera at Covent Garden and by the Welsh National this month and next. Yuri Mazurok, who sings the title-role in the new set, will be appearing in the Covent Garden revival, while Mark Ermler, the conductor, will be in charge of the Welsh National's performances. 

Briefs 
SPANISH SOPRANO Victoria de los Angeles is giving a recital at Wigmore Hall on February 9 to celebrate the thirtieth anniversary of her London debut there. Also marking the occa- sion is her new album of songs by Moreno, Albeniz, Rodrigo and Bautista with Geoffrey Parsons as accompanist (CBS 76833). Victoria de 

los Angeles in Concert (HMV ASD 3656) proved to be one of last year's top selling classical albums in Japan and the US as well as here. 
PHONOGRAM HAS been without a recording of Cesar Franck's popular Symphony in D minor in its catalogue for some years, but rectifies the omission this month with a new version by Edo De Waart and the Concertgebouw Orchestra of Amsterdam (Philips 9500 605). 

The other stars in the recording are tenor Vladimir Atlantov and bass Evgcny Nesterenko, and the sterling qualities of the Bolshoi Theatre Chorus and Orchestra are much admired. It seems a bit odd, though, for EMI to claim this is the "only complete record- ing of Tchaikovsky's most popular opera performed entirely by Russian artists" when its own earlier version was conducted by Rostropovich with his wife Galina Vishnevskaya as Tatiana. This was made during the Bolshoi's visit to Paris, and all the names in the cast look Russian as vodka. 
Flaunting 
the flautist THE FLUTE seems to obsess RCA. Not satisfied with Gal way's recording of the two Mozart concertos (RCA LRL1 5109), the company has just brought out another version on its imported French label (Erato STU 71144) played by Jean-Pierre Rampal with the Jerusalem Music Centre Chamber Orchestra con- ducted by Isaac Stem, belter known as one of the greatest violinists of the 

I SIBELIUS: NO. 2. PHILHAR- SXLP 30414) i DEBUSSY: IMAGES. LONDON SYM- PHONY/PREVIN (HMV ASD 3804) i VERDI: REQUIEM. SOLOISTS, AMBROSIAN CHORUS. PHILHARMONIA ORCHESTRA/MUTI (HMV SLS 5185 1 NICHOLAS MAW: LIFE STUDIES. 
i VERDI: OTELLO. SOLOISTS. AK   CHORUS. NATIONAL PHILHARMONIC// LEVINE (RCA RL 02951) ' FREDERICA VON STADE: ARIAS BY MOZART & ROSSINI (PHILIPS 9500 098) ' HANDEL: DOUBLE CONCERTOS. ENGL- ISH CHAMBER ORCHESTRA/LEPPARD (PHILIPS 65 

MENUHIN, 

(Courtesy of 
: 3 C)1 *301 

/. YEHUDI ORCHES- 

OT SE1) 
century. RCA makes the sales point that "Galway apart, Rampal is the world's most famous flautist" - which might well mystify dealers as to how famous is "the world's most famous". The answer is that Galway and Rampal are regarded with equal esteem. The dealer can show a bit of one-upmanship by pointing out that Rampal is wholly classical in style, Galway 

Rccionni 
Glasgow industry acts to 
change 'sham' pub circuit 
RECORD and music businessmen in West Central Scotland are to be asked to join a scheme aimed at improving the pub licensing regulations in Glasgow. A small group of people involved in the music business in the area are hoping to form a comminee which will act as a pressure group to have the city's licensing conditions changed. For years, pub musicians playing all kinds of music have been hampered by a city licensing board regulation which 

Scotland 
effectively prohibits public houses from charging for entrance. This obviously prevents musicians - many of them in rock bands and consequently young and lacking in funds - from appearing before paying audiences. In Glasgow pubs, the group's fees are normally paid out of bar takings. The fact that no money can be taken on admission limits the amount of money paid to musicians to an almost ludicrous level. The top money for an evening's work by a rock band is £35: it can fall as low as £ 15 per night in some city pubs. Platform official Sandy Muir said he had made representations to Glasgow District Council to find out why the city is the only one in Britain where this "no pay" policy is manifest. 

actually been told why," said Muir. "I feel it's for purely historical reasons - they seem to exist because they exist and that's all." "The licensees obviously benefit. What they are getting is a room full of live music which they are not paying very much for. The whole thing is a 
It is hoped that the pressure group will include local booking agents, record company officials, rock groups, folk and jazz enthusiasts and the Musicians' 
Platform's problem with regard to pub licensing is particularly distressing. The organisation finds it impossible to promote many acts in city pubs because of the difficulty of recouping the initial outlay, yet jazz is a form of music which often requires an intimate atmosphere for a performance to be successful. Charles Horsburgh, deputy clerk to the Glasgow District Council licensing board, explained that if public houses want to charge for music they have to lose their pub status and apply for an entertainments licence. The sale of drink must then be subsidiary to 

A.A 

GLASGOW ROCK band Sneeky Pete have finally released their long-awaited first album - in a form believed to be unique as far as rock music in Scotland is concerned. The five-piece group's first album 

Punk Sampler 
GOOD VIBRATIONS records intro- duced many new wave bands to success over the past few years. Now the Belfast label introduces a compilation album of up and coming names under the title Belfast On A Thin Wire. Featured on the 15-track budget album are Lids, Tear- jerkers, Shock Treatment, Centre, etc. At a budget price of £2.99 it will be another best seller for Good Vibrations. 

THIS MAN is likely to play an integral part in the expected moves towards AS WELL as Castlebar and Cavan commercial radio in Ireland. He is another new name on the list of song Albert Reynolds, Minister for Com- contests is the Ballina Amateur Interna- munications in the new Charles tional Song Contest which will be held Haughey government, and is believed to be very much in favour of commer- cial stations as healthy competition to the existing RTE station. Legislation is expected shortly for the allocation of from May 6-9. It will feature three up to 20 licences.   secuons, Pop and Rock, Folk and 
UveAndK.ckmg is available on cassette Traditional and Country. The prize form only. The band claim that this f"nd/s £1,000. Compositions should b method has lowered the cost of produc- S

B
em ln ,?anUSCnpt .(0™ or

f 
0" sh e'3 lion to a level which means the e Entry forms available from hnteia mended retail price for a produc^comes ^lsh^ Teelin St, Ballina, Co. Mayo, to something over £3 - considerably less Ireland- than comparable cassettes in the rock m"ket, n , . VENUE for the first Ulster Showbiz 

theirowngppi hT 1S^Ufd'u6 tape on Awards. sponsored by The Democrat their own SPR label and, for the present newspaper, Outlet Records and Gene at least, arc planning to chstribute the Stuart's Music Shop, will be The 
comoanie^Va^T vCOtIrd Themain Clubland, Cookstown, Co. Tyrone o" FdmbZh K ^ c8 .the

J.,ape are Tuesdays, Proceeds from the show wJl and r^ aSCw, a0,",3 dlstr'bul'on be presented to the Mentally Handicap" and Glasgow s Wynd-Up warehouse. ped Association. 
DONAL K. O'BOVLE 1980 

ANDY COLLIER 
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FOR SALE 

HENRY STAVE & CO., 
11 GREAT MALBOROUGH STREET, 

LONDON Wl. 
Offers are invited for London's 
premier classical retail outlet. 
Further details for interested 

parties may be obtained from:- 

Mr. R. Smith, 
Rediffusion International Music Ltd., 

19 Ramillies Place, 
LONDON W1V IDG. 

Telephone: 01-734 2092 

S. GOLD & SONS LIMITED 
BRITAIN'S NO. 1 Complete manutacturers catalogue In atock at all times. TOP 75 ALBUMS, SINGLES AND TAPES, PLUS ALL TV. PRODUCT. 

Our prices - strict trade on orders over £150 value, otherwise 3 per cent handling charge. No rounded up figures to disguise Inflated prices. Accessories include Card, Polythene & PVC covers, Blank cassettes, Mirrors, Record & Cassette Cases, Mirror badges & up to the minute sew-on patches. We can supply anywhere In the wortd and extended finance can bo arranged for export customers - our service to Northern Ireland is, without doubt, the finest, and we offer a 24-hour service to the whole of the UK. We are now firmly established In our custom-built warehouse and would welcome anyone who wishes to call and have a look around. We have been In the business for four years. REMEMBER THE NAME- YOU'RE GOING TO HEAR IT A LOT 
S. GOLD& SONS LIMITED 777/779 High Road, Leytonstone, London E11 4QS PHONE 01-558 2121/2 24 hour answering service 01-556 2429. 

EQUIPMENT 

SEGREGATE! 

With record dividers from 
"SIGNS FAMILIAR" 

SIGNS FAMILIAR, Howdale, Downham Ma Norfolk PE38 SAL. 
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POLY-CARRIERS 

RECORD ADAPTORS 

BADGES 
PATCHES 

TIES ETC., MOD, TWO TONE, PUNK, ROCK. RECORD SHOPS, BOUTIQUES, WHOLESALERS SUPPLIED. PROMPT EXPORT SERVICE. CASH AND CARRY WELCOME. CALL BETWEEN 10.30 a.m. and 7.00 p.m. 
BADGE SALES Limited. iff 48 Carnahy fyf"AftA Street, / bf . ' ^ London WlV \ 1PF. TEL: 01-437 

PARAPHERNALIA 

Dept. M2, Dynamics, 

DEMO TAPES 
COPIED 

3H Tape Duplicating Service 
Telephone: 01 729 5462 (Day- time). Tilbury 78430 (Eve). 
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ARNOLD MILLER has been appointed station manager of BBC Radio Nottingham having been acting manager for some months since his predecessor, Tom Beesley, was prom- oted to the new post of senior manager, Local Radio, last November. John Hobson is currently acting programme organiser - the post Miller held from July 1978. MUler joined the BBC in 1971 as education producer at Radio Humber- 

Edited by GABRIELLE JAMES 

Local stations hit at 
Breakfast TV timing 
THE IBA'S breakfast television prop- Richard Findlay, managing director osals brought the Authority under fire of Radio Forth, believes that in the from Independent Local Radio which fullness of time "we'll probably have feels the timing of the launch of national 24-hour TV anyway. It's not something breakfast TV could adversely affect the radio stations should be concerned with." What interests him is that after   the dismal Yorkshire TV experiment it  , the should be thought that breakfast TV 'recognises that would take off on a national basis. Let's experiment was a 

growth and development of ILR. In a statement issued in response the Authority's i   ■ AIRC stated that morning television may come in due face it," he says, course, and we do not seek to oppose it. damp squib." The previous breakfast TV experiment The experiment was run over nine showed that Independent Local Radio weeks in thespring of 1977 on Yorkshire has a large and loyal morning audience, and Tyne Tees Television for just one We would though be concerned if the hour a day, 08.30 to 09.30. The structure of ITV were ' ' ....... encourage priority I 
adversely affect ILR, and especially new companies, their development." 

This could 08.30 to 08.45 - Good Morning Calen- ly the dar on Yorkshire and Good Morning on stage Tyne Tees - which have been described 'Tadio with still pictures". Then the The proposed service, strongly advo- channels joined to cated by broadcaster Jonathan Dimb- leby who heads ! is followed by a re-edited series of 
the franchise, would primarily offer news, current affairs and information. George Ffttch, managing directoi LBC, Crmly endorses the AIRC \ but declined to comment on how su light directly affect LBC. 

interested episodes of Peyton Place. Radio companies were concerned at ic time because the experiment was of carried out at the same time as the ew network JICRAR survey but in the i a event the ratings showed very little pressure on radio listening. JICTAR, 

side. In 1977 he spent several months in London working on Radio 4's Kaleido- scope before becoming programme organiser at Nottingham. "This is a particularly stimulating time to be a new manager on the station," he says. "We are in an exciting period of development, involving new studios and equipment, which we hope will make us more able to face the challenge of the 80s." The post of programme organiser is being advertised in the normal way. 
JO REEVE has taken on production of BBC Radio Leicester's Village Voice, Arts Review and general education programmes from Paul Cobley who is currently on attachment to Radio Uls- ter. She joined the station in 1978 as a freelance research assistant on the Crosstalk programme. This post is now filled by Gillian Sandford. Reeve is continuing her studies for a PhD at the University of Sheffield. At Leicester University she gained an Honours Degree in English, American Studies, Sociology and the Study of Religion, winning a travel scholarship to the USA to study the work of poet Robert Frost. In 1976 she was awarded _an MA in Modern English and Ameri- -can Literature and then spent a further -year at the University School of Educa- -tion where she gained a Teaching ■Certificate in Further Education. 

=20 

ing percent of homes watched the news programmes and cartoons while 4 think the liming is highly inapprop- percent watched Peyton Place. Radio ■hen the new companies listening,measured inindividualadults, be elected, will showed between 28 and 30 percent of all 'enue is adults in the four ILR areas affected: So I do Hallam (30 percent), Tees (30 percent), Metro (29 percent) and Pennine (28 percent). Converting the JICTAR fig- ure to individual adults shows that just 2   percent watched TV in the morning. The IBA does not necessarily have believing that there is radio listeners in mind when it suggests At present it' a service of primarily news and current affairs to run from 06.00 to 09.15. 

in ILR, and those still be coming on air. Maximum achieved during breakfast tin applaud the concept, albeit late British ingenuity, but it is so timed th on the one hand the IBA is attempting give support and encouragement to tl growth of ILR and on the other offering an opportunity to advertisers purchase TV time against the Peak tin of local radio audiences. 

Capital record 
ads slashed 

RECORD ADVERTISING on Cap- ital Radio has dropped from 11 percent of total ad revenue in 1975 to just 4.1 percent in 1979. The gradual decrease in record company spend over these four years reflects the growing reluctance by the music indusu-y to include radio in its advertising budgets and lends mater- ial proof to its scepticisim of the effectiveness of radio in the market- ing of records.* This category was the only one to show a decrease in spend over 1978 according to analysis undertaken by the station's research department. Recruitment commercials have proved the fastest growing category with an increase in expenditure of 130 percent. National food manufac- turers were up by 83 percent, holiday and travel up by 75 percent and motor trade advertising up by 71 percent. Film companies almost doubled their expenditure and publ- ishing is also considerably higher. Capital's top ten advertising categories in 1979 were: 
Retail trading Films & Theatres Publishing Food Holidays/Travel Recruitment Motor Trading 

23.2 

5.7 
Toiletries 3.3 Alcoholic Drinks 2.7 * Later this month Radio Week will launch a series of articles exploring the multi-faceted relationship between the music and broadcasting industries. 

late with breakfast TV People who don't work n already. I would have preferred if it were hours need put off another three years or so to allow breakfast TV ILR to establish itself." Authority is 
be catered for and if is to affect ILR then the interested to see how. 

LOOKING LITERALLY dragged out of bed (right) is Merseyside's Alan Jackson pictured presenting a station 'Jollybody' award to Merscyside Passenger Transport's Grace Moore who was nominated by a listener for one of these odd accolades awarded by the station for service to the community. Grace's particular service is her bus and ferry information broadcast each morning during Roger Phillips' (left) Morning Merseyside programme. 

Mace for both, the applicant the Authority of service's viability. But there remain many imponderables. Richard Findlay, who has experience in television, wonders if the service would use ITN for its news. "Television news is an expensive business - one of the most expensive aspects of TV production. I wonder whether the British public is ready to have a television set sitting on the end of the breakfast table or in the bathroom". Findlay also feels the timing is wrong, but from the television companies' point 
"Look at the amount of competition the television companies will have with the viewer for their own screen: Ceefax, Oracle, Prestel, Teletext, video casset- tes and the fourth channel." At Clyde managing director Jimmy Gordon is convinced radio can cope with the competition breakfast TV may bring. "Research shows that more people listen to the news on Clyde at eight in the morning than watch News at Ten. The lifestyle of radio is not intimidated by breakfast TV. "Driving while watching TV is dangerous and shaving while watching TV is only slightly less so." 
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£lm building 
for Merseyside 
underway 
WORK HAS started at last on the new £1 million complex in Liverpool which will house BBC Radio Merseyside and a TV centre. The new building, opposite the Holiday Inn in Paradise Street, should be ready for use in the autumn of next year. It is a welcome solution to the cramped accommodation, leased from Liverpool Corporation, which Radio Merseyside has occupied since 1967. Says manager Rex Bawden:"This development will provide a replace- ment, under one roof, for our main premises at Commerce House and the accommodation occupied by our edu- cation unit at Castle Chambers." 
Sound library 
extends 
STANDARD SOUND Productions, which offers a unique library of music and effects tailored exclusively for the needs of local commercial radio, has just completed an extensive series of record- ings, and plans are underway to increase the level of subscription within 1LR. At present the library is used by Plymouth Sound, Radio Hallam, Metro Radio and Radio Orwell. Known as the Standard Production Source it was launched in June last year, offering subscribing stations exclusive rights to music production designed to satisfy local requirements, for both commer- cials and on-air promotion. The library is produced in association with T M Productions of Dallas and claims to be the only exclusive radio station library recorded in the UK using British musicians, producers and tech- 

Airlines 
BOTH BRMB and LBC have already begun to take advantage of reciprocal deals with independent television com- panies following the airtimc ILR allowed ITV to promote its return after last year's stoppage. Capital is about to follow suit but other stations have yet to formulate promotional campaigns. When AIRC's marketing committee meets on Wednesday (6) the subject is expected to be discussed with a view to the Association organising a promo- tional film, with individual tails, avail- able to all stations Congratulations to Peter Tomlinson. Beacon now broad- casts regular traffic information cour- tesy of the AA John Manlcy, new arrival at Coventry as sales controller, answering the 'phone: "Coventry Radio' - but this is not to be the name of the station. The still nameless station will begin dry runs in April when John Bradford expects to have a full compli- ment of staff. Ian Rufus is busy recruiting presentation staff ready for the off in May or June Jeremy Beadle causing something of a stir at Gough Square... 
LBC'S LOONIEST presenter now receiving two sacks of mail a day (unheard of for a news and information station), which could explain his pre- dilection for emptying a waste paper basket over Dickie Arbiter as he finished reading the news Kid Jen- sen currently suffering the effects of seeingPlay Misty ForMe once too often. He was once pursued by an obsessive young lady who had to be deported Producer Nigel Kay has introduced Sound Off to Radio Leices- ter's output - a two-minute feature where listeners can let fly during Good Morning Leicester with a chance for others to retaliate live during the mid-morning Crosstalk. Kay says Sound Off will search out con- troversy Brian Hayes has been thinking on the same lines. He has 

introduced a London Platform 30- minute slot into his LBC show every Monday at 11 when a well-known person expounds his or her pet theory for discussion - the more eccentric the better Controversy is something Capital's Sunday morning Soap Box has been after for some time. Two weeks ago it was used by a Londoner who found the Electricity Board had broken into his premises and cut off his supply in the middle of a row abou bill ten times its usual size. The following week the Electricity Board mounted the platform to explain that the consumer had failed to arrange access and having gone to an arbitrating body the Board was cleared to break in. On Sunday (3) MP David Meller was due to join in when he stood on the box to talk about right of entry and associated 
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RADIO HALLAM recently allowed its telephone lines to be used by a team from the Sheffield Parent Lifeline Group who answered calls from despair- ing parents trying to cope with children of all ages And this week RadioTccs stages a Health Week to support the national Mother and Baby Cam- 

ign Finally, when setting up a ' in Cardiff budgets ,, limited. Maximum effect is therefore direcdy in proportion to the level of imagination used. When on a shopping expedition for an OB- vehicle-cum-radio-car Dan Damon and Martin 'I "I have £1,000 cash in my pocket' Ford travelled to London to buy a taxi. The numerous appoint- ments they had made became redundant when the pair found exactly what they were looking for quite by accident in a run-down East End garage - a Glasgow taxi brought to London by a grocer, owned by a vicar and sold by a Scouse (for a handy £5001). This unique vehicle has never been a London taxi in the true sense and now it's been painted CBC blue and white it never will be  
Rockshow Report 

CBS CLASH : Virgin V214e 
MCA MCF 3052 

PROOF THAT Irish broadcasters know how to dress for a launch party if not where to pose for the obligatory snap. Caught at a reception to mark the launch of Gene Stuart's album Shades of Country (Release) are, seated; Downtown's Hendi and Big T, Gene Stuart, John Greer of Downtown and Paddy O'Flaherty of Radio Ulster. Standing are composer Eddie Masterton, RTE's Bill O'Donovan, columnist Fr. Brian Darcy and Downtown's Lynda Jane Caithness and Ivan Martin. 

FURTHER to last week's mention of A. Mote's album Flying Doesn't Help, RB received a phone call from the artiste that cleared up any and all questions. The Quango label is a joint venture between ex-Stiff man Glen Coulson and himself and it is distri- buted . through Rough Trade, and Bonapartes. There are no major deals on the horizon and having been burned once or twice Anthony isn't too anxious to lose control again. The record has been consistently picking up airplay over the past few weeks and BRMB presenter Robin Valk has included a rather feisty post-script with his latest playlist saying 'Can I say I've been playing A. More's Ip for months now and where have the rest of you turkeys been?' Gobble, gobble. 
PRESENTERS at Forth, Merseyside and Swansea Sound are adding an extra dimension to their shows by using the Record Business Indie 

Chart. Steve Mitchell (Swansea Sound) will be counting the chart down each week while Chris John (Forth) and Phil Ross (Merseyside) will be using the chart as a reference. These three are the first to respond to RB's offer to supply the chart each week and their initial reactions to the Indie Charts range from 'very useful' to 'a jolly good idea'. 
As of this week Rockshow adds three new stations to its panel; Downtown who's rockshow is hosted by Cherrie Mcllwaine; Radio Wales and dj Richard Rees; and RTE-2 and host Dave Fanning. 
AEROSMTTH's latest effort A Night In The Ruts has finally found it's way to the top of the most added list. The album has been a favourite on US FM stations for several weeks and looks to repeat the performance here. Mike Read's Radio One programme featured albums by Ian North, the Blues Band, Girl, the Pretenders, the Dickies, and the Desparate Bicycles. The sessions on the show were performed by Madness, Matchbox and the Stilettos. 
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GUIDE100 4 COWARD OF THE COUNTY KENNY ROGERS 2 3 I HEAR YOU NOW JON & VANGELIS 3 _ 6 TOO HOT KOOL & THE GANG 

THE TOP COMPUTERISED GUIDE TO RADIO ACTION IN THE UK AND IRELAND 
AIRPLAY RATING 

Key To Station 
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- ^ THE SWEET^LOV^THAT YOU .GIVE STEVE FORBERT 



The Airplay Guide features playlists which are in force in the current week (except for Radio Hal lam which due to production deadlines is for last week). Playlists normally only affect daytime Monday-Friday shows. 

NEW ADDITIONS TO PLAYLISTS ARE SHOWN IN BOLD TYPE Basic Key A - Main Playlist/Chart 
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mum reviews 

Top 60 

Vinwood :o date, the Fabulous Poodles have seen conspicuous by their failure to epeat in the UK the success notched ip in America over the last year. This ilbum should earn the band its deserved recognition - despite Rye's ilightly dubious gimmick of releasing he first 10,000 copies in a 24-inch igiant sleeve. It's another example of 1 wave come-of-age. The energy is there, but it's been blended with dght. punchy numbers and original, catchy lyrics. Boby Valentino's violin wvork greatly improves the overall effect and Winwood's production is as jgood as ever. 
RUPERT HOLMES: Partners In DCrime (MCA MCF 3051) Prod: -Rupert Holmes/Jim Boyer -Hopefully the recent success of 'The :Pina Colada Song' will do the trick for ^Holmes' album (although a sticker indicating its inclusion would have ri helped for shop display), for it is totally 0 deserving of chart action. Holmes has 1 put together a glowingly entertaining 

Top 40 
WISHBONE ASH; Just Testing (MCA MCF 3052) Prod: Martin Tur- ner/John Sherry/Band Ten years and ten studio albums into their association with MCA, Wishbone Ash show no signs of becoming stuck in a rut. This album maintains contact with rock'n'roll roots, but the band's mastery of their trade ensures fresh- ness and vigour, Martin Turner's menacing vocals and zippy guitar- work are particularly impressive on 'Insomnia' and 'Helpless', while the band lift their voices in happy harmony on "Pay The Price'. A 29-date UK con- cert tour currently underway. 

Best of the rest 

continuing changes of pace and direc- tion enhance some offbeat choice of lyrical content, in which he succeeds in treating songs about pimping, lunc- htime love-affairs and shortsighted- ness with appropriate compassion or humour. 
PETE BARDENS; Heart To Heart (Arista SPART 1108) Prod: Pete Bardens/Norman Mighell Hardly an album to set the world alight, but Arista £3.00 initial retail price should help create some demand for this solo album from the ex-Camel 

keyboards man. It makes tor pleasant background listening although the range of jazz-flavoured, laid-back numbers have little lasting impact. It does feature some good sax from Mel Collins and a more than adequate contribution from Bardens himself. 
THE BEACH BOYS: Surf's Up (CBS CRB 31774) Prods: Various Welcome mid-price re-issue of the Beach Boys 1971 classic. It's a cliche, but the fact remains the band doesn't make records like this anymore. Even then, the bronzed ones were begin- ning to flag, although 'Don't Go Near The Water', 'Disney Girls (1957)', the title track and the clumsy but effective 'Student Demonstration Time' stand the test of time. 
FLYING LIZARDS: The Flying Lizards (Virgin V 2150) Prod; David Cunningham It might have been wondered whether 

GREG VRMDiKE 
DEBUT SINGLE 

"CLONE" 
BP 333 

AS SEEN ON BBC TV's "SOMETHING ELSE" 
LIMITED EDITION IN SPECIAL PICTURE BAG 

the quirky electronic sounds of the Lizards could spread over a whole album without becoming samey, but in fact they manage it with ease on this debut package. The fidgety keyboard and percussion trademarks are widely present, but that devastatingly dead- pan female lead voice is used with surprising variety and economy. Their singles are here too as sales-pushers: the first effort 'Summertime Blues', with cardboard-box drumming; the smash 'Money' in a considerably expended version; and the new TV, which with its twinkling Johnny & The Hurricanes organ riff, looks like shoot- ing the band back up the singles chart. 
MILLIE JACKSON: Live And Uncensored (Spring 2683 073) Prod: Millie Jackson/Brad Shapiro Hot on the heels of her successful Royal Rappin's duet set with Isaac Hayes, comes this live double pack- age from the queen of the sexy soul rap. Recorded at the Roxy in L.A., it lacks nothing for atmosphere or per- forming energy, but despite an extremely strong line-up of material including Luthor Ingram's 'If Loving You Is Wrong', Toto's 'Hold The Line', Rod the Mod's 'D'Ya Think I'm Sexy?' and Randy Vanwarmeris 'Just When I Needed You Most' in addition to songs more closely identified with her, this is not quite the best of Ms Jackson musically. The impassioned vocals are as strong as ever, but there's maybe just a little too much emphasis on the more risque elements in the live 'rap' - for the 'uncensored' part of the title is most certainly not to be taken lightly. 

BLUESBAND: Official Bootleg Album (BBBP 101) Prod: Stoneb- ridge McGuinness Founder members of Manfred Mann MK1 Paul Jones and Tom McGuin- ness plus the likes of the redoubtable Hughie Flint are the men behind this band, currently blowing up a storm in the clubs. The album is a privately made, limited edition born out of frustration due to the apathy of record companies in signing the act. It brings 

back memories of the great days of Britishbluesrocking, but played with all the accumulated expertise of the passing years, with Paul Jones in dominating form on vocals and mouth harp, (P.S. Band and album now snapped up by Arista). 
LYNYRD SKYNYRD: Gold & Platinum (MCA MCSP 308) Prod: Various This 2LP package is the definitive retrospective of the much admired but ill-fated Southern rockers. Tracks have been selected and re-mastered by Gary Rossington and Allen Collins. Record one concentrates on their most popular repertoire like 'Sweet Home Alabama', 'Saturday Night Special' and the rip-roaring concert version of "Free Bird'. The second disc is more personal and represents the band's own favourites, including some of their more restrained material like 'Simple Man' and 'Comin' Home'. Timeless stuff which ought to attract modest interest. 

VARIOUS: Hybrid Kids (Cherry Red A RED 5) Prod: Morgan Fisher Subtitled 'a collection of classic mut- ants', 13 unusual British combos take on a variety of other people's numbers like 'McArthur Park' or 'Save Your Kisses For Me' and give them what can only be described as a tweak into the 80s. Best of the never-less-than- humourous offerings is certainly Jah Wurzel's west country reggae version of Kate Bush's 'Wuthering Heights', but R. W. Atom's treatment of 'You've Lost That Loving Feeling' runs pretty close. Foolish but fun. 

MERLE HAGGARD: Capitol Coun- try Classics (Capitol CAPS 1034) Prod: Various 16 Haggard tracks that made the American country chart top position in the period 1970 to 1976. Although Haggard's numerous albums have not always set a consistent standard, the man has rarely strayed far from real country music and this collection sees him at his best musically with numbers like 'The Rghtin' Side Of Me', 'Daddy Frank', It's Not Love But It's Not Bad' and 'Movin' On' featured. Unfortu- nately Haggard is not the sales proposition he should be in Britain but this album makes an excellent sam- pler. 
20/20: 20/20 (Portrait PRT 83898) Prod: Earle Mankey Determined tilt at the rapidly increas- ing market in America for Tom Petty- style material, 20/20 strike most of the right poses and perform much in the same manner, with plenty of 'bad boy' vocals by Steve Allen and good songs showing Beatles, Byrds and post-punk influences. The occasional malevolent stutter and a sparing use of synthes- iser heighten the drama where it is needed. A likeable album that might sell with the right rockshow exposure. 
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Singles 
Business THE NEW SINGLES 

WITH A modest 108 releases listed for Friday's release, only a brief note of the highlights is possible in this week's column. Prime cut is certainly Elvis Costello's ; via the WEA distributed F-Beat label with T Can't Stand Up For Falling Down' (XXI) following the bespecta- cled one's contracts tussle in the High Court interest should be running high. On the subject of Radar, it will be interesting to see if The Inmates can follow "The Walk' with 'Love Got Me', the band's latest Radar release, while Stiff Little Fingers, who made such an impact via the independent distributors last year, will be out to prove themselves as potent with Chrysalis when 'At The Edge' is released on Friday in a picture bag. The late Infinity label's biggest UK hit during its short lifetime Spyro Gyra comes back via MCA this week with 'Catching The sun' - the title cut from the new album, packaged in a colour sleeve and sporting an extra track on the 12-inch long version. Is Britain ready for a Monkees revival? Arista thinks so and is testing the market with a four-track EP featur- ing "I'm A Believer' 'Daydream Believer' 'Daydream Believer', 'Last Train To Clarksville' and 'A Little Bit Me, A Little Bit You' retailing at normal single price, in a picture bag. Pioneer heavy metal renaissance band Def Leppard make a comeback this week following a deal with Phonogram with 'Hello America' (Lepp 1), while The Lambrettas, who made their debut on Rocket's 'telephone number' LP weigh in with old chesmut 'Poison Ivy' on Rocket. 

Pncc) | This week's releases:! 09 Last week's releases; 99 
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RECORD BUSINESS 
Need it? You better believe it 

We give you an American-style Top 100 chart - the very first in this country to be based on sales AND airplays. Plus, an at-a-glance guide to all the records being played by the top 20 radio stations throughout the country. Plus, accurate hit forecasting by a panel of radio programmers, record publishers and disc jockeys. 
You can have a copy on your desk or front door mat first thing every Monday morning for just £20.00 a year by using this coupon. Pick up a pen and fill it in now. 

Subscription rates UK and Eire    £20 for 51 issues 
Middle East   £27.50  £42.50 South America, Africa, India  £47.50 Australasia^ar East   £55.00 USA/Canada    $90.00 sent by airmail 
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MONO-STEREO-VIDEO 

A NATURAL PROGRESSION 

:• r LAUREL &HARDY 

SAY HELLO TO THE FUTURE 
As you are no doubt aware, sales of Video Recorders have rocketed in the last year, and as a result the demand for Pre-Recorded Video Cassettes is rapidly increasing. 
We are pleased, therefore, to announce that our Fantastic range of Videograms is now being exclusively distributed to Record Shops by Pye Records Limited. 
For further details see your Pye representative. 
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